A symbol of 10 Corso Como since its inception, the black and white logo designed by American artist Kris Ruhs is the 10 Corso Como trademark.

This visual signature is found throughout the 10 Corso Como world. In over two decades the 10 Corso Como logo has grown into a global brand of distinction. Items as diverse as fashion, lifestyle, design, publishing, music and cuisine now carry a 10 Corso Como label.

10 Corso Como is also working with other market leaders to develop and promote new ideas together in joint ventures co-branding around the globe.
CO-BRANDING

in stock

AGL
ALCANTARA
ALESSI
ALPHA INDUSTRIES
BATA
BENSIMON
BIRKENSTOCK
BORSALINO
CAMPER
CARAN D’ACHE
CASTANER
CHARLES PHILIP SHANGHAI
CLARKS
COACH
COURREGES
DIESEL
DOUBLET
EASTPAK
FILA
FIORUCCI
FITFLOP
FRESCOBOL CARIOCA
GALATEO&FRIENDS
GENTRYPORTOFINO
INVICTA
IPHORIA
ITEM M6

KAPPA
KOMONO
K-WAY
LEVI’S
LOMOGRAPHY
MACKINTOSH
MAISON MARTIN MARGIELA
MANDARINA DUCK
MARNI
MELISSA
MEMPHIS
MONCLER
MOOSE KNuckles
NEW ERA
PARKER
PIERRE MANTOUX
ROBERTA DI CAMERINO
SEBAGO
SIWA
SNAPPY
STEPHEN JONES
SUPERGA
SWAROVSKI
THE CAMBRIDGE SATCHEL COMPANY
THE MERCHANT OF FLORENCE
ZIPPO
Black leather and mesh combat boot with zip on the back and 10 Corso Como exclusive design laces.

Made in Italy.
Lamb leather, polyester.

Black leather combat boot with zip on the back and 10 Corso Como exclusive design laces.

Made in Italy.
100% lamb leather.
IPHONE 5 BACK SKIN

IPHONE 5 CASE
WATCH
Short / Regular bracelet watch
Black leather strap
The classic MA-1 Flight Jacket features four hook-and-loop areas and 7 patches including 3 exclusive for 10 Corso Como. Water Resistant. Reversible.

Constructed from mid-weight flight nylon with water resistance, the MA-1 fighter pilot jacket was the first military flight jacket to cross over into civilian fashion. This model in black is personalised with white 10 Corso Como embroidery and tag. Reversible.
BENSIMONS
Sneakers
White with printed black 10 Corso Como exclusive design.

BENSIMONS
Sneakers
Black with printed white 10 Corso Como exclusive design.

BENSIMONS
Sneakers
White with printed black 10 Corso Como exclusive design.

BENSIMONS
Sneakers
Black with printed white 10 Corso Como exclusive design.
BLACK LEATHER SANDAL, WITH WHITE 10 CORSO COMO SMALL LOGO PATTERN.

BLACK LEATHER SANDAL, WITH WHITE 10 CORSO COMO SMALL LOGO PATTERN.

WHITE LEATHER SANDAL, WITH WHITE 10 CORSO COMO SMALL LOGO PATTERN.

BLACK LEATHER SANDAL, WITH WHITE 10 CORSO COMO SMALL LOGO PATTERN.
AN ITALIAN LEGEND SINCE 1857. BORSALINO HATS ARE PURE EXAMPLES OF ITALIAN STYLE COMBINED WITH TRADITIONAL HANDICRAFT ABILITIES.
BALLPOINT PEN.
ALUMINIUM HEXAGONAL BLACK BODY WITH WHITE 10 CORSO COMO EXCLUSIVE PRINT.

BALLPOINT PEN.
ALUMINIUM HEXAGONAL BLACK BODY WITH WHITE 10 CORSO COMO EXCLUSIVE PRINT.
DALIDA
Studded velvet

SHAHRAZAR
Studded velvet

CUADRADO
Studded velvet

HOJAS
Studded velvet

ESPIRAL
Studded velvet

ZAINAB
Studded velvet

SHAHRIYAR
Studded velvet
SLIPPERS BLACK
Ecru/black. Jacquard upper with 10 Corso Como 20th Anniversary design

SLIPPERS WHITE
Ecru/black. Jacquard upper with 10 Corso Como 20th Anniversary design
COACH Whiplash Tatum Tote Bag
White. 100% leather. Contrasting 10 Corso Como circles print. Antique brass hardware. Two handles. Zip closure. Inner slip pocket. Inner zip pocket
HANDBAG
Exclusive remake of iconic Courreges bag.

EYESHADE
Black/ecru.
Jacquard headband. White brim.
CÔTE&CIEL STORY BEGAN IN 2003 IN PARIS. A FEW CREATIVE SOULS DEVELOPED PRODUCTS THAT ARE AS FUNCTIONAL AS THEY ARE STYLISH. CÔTE&CIEL VISION IS TO DEVELOP, DESIGN AND PRODUCE TRAVEL GOODS THAT BALANCE MODERN FABRICS WITH ARCHITECTURAL SHAPES.

IPAD AIR CASE
Double pull zip with safety lip

IPAD MINI CASE
Double pull zip with safety lip
HANDBAG
Exclusive remake of iconic Courreges bag.

EYESHADE
Black/ecru.
Jacquard headband. White brim.
MAN JEANS
100% cotton Blue washed denim with 10 Corso Como off-white signature logo.

WOMEN JEANS
100% cotton Blue washed denim with 10 Corso Como off-white signature logo.
DOUBLET AND 10 CORSO COMO IN COLLABORATION HAS GIVEN BIRTH TO THIS CUSTOMIZABLE BAG TO CELEBRATE THE 11TH ANNIVERSARY OF 10 CORSO COMO SEOUL.
PRINTED BACKPACK
Black/white. Double zip closure.
Large front pocket.
Padded shoulder straps.

SMALL AND MEDIUM STATION BAG
Black. 100% nylon. 10 Corso Como
signature logo strap

LARGE TROLLEY BAG
Wheeled. Black. 100% nylon. 10 Corso Como
signature logo strap
WITH FILA & 10 CORSO COMO LOGO
WITH SMALL CIRCLES PATTERN.

ZIPPED SWEATER  TSHIRTS  TSHIRTS
BACKPACK  WEEKENDER BAG  BASEBALL CAP
WOMEN’S SANDAL  MEN’S SANDAL
Fiorucci
T-shirt with metalized silver Fiorucci logo
THE FIRST FITFLOP SANDAL WAS SOLD IN 2007. AFTER MARCIA KELGORE (BEAUTY INDUSTRY ENTREPRENEUR AND MULTI-TASKING MUM) COLLABORATED WITH EXPERT BIOMECHANISTS, DR DAVID COOK AND BARRON JAMES TO CREATE THE TRIPLE-DENSITY MICROWOBBLEBOARD™ MIDSOLE. NOW YOU CAN FIND THEIR MAGIC MIDSOLES IN SHOES, BOOTS, CLOGS AND SNEAKERS TOO.
BLACK AND WHITE JACQUARD LINEN TOWEL WITH 10 CORSO COMO LOGO.

BEACH BATS INDIVIDUALLY HANDCRAFTED BY SKILLED MARCENEIROS IN BRAZIL WITH SEVERAL LAYERS OF WOOD OFF CUTS AND COVERED WITH A STRONG RESIN COATING, TO MAKE THEM SEA AND SAND-RESISTANT. ALL BATS ARE UNIQUE IN COLOUR, SHAPE, DETAILS AND WEIGHT AND FINISHED WITH A BLACK NEOPRENE GRIP. EACH BAT SET COMES WITH 2 BATS, 2 BALLS AND A WATER RESISTANT DRAWSTRING POUCH PERSONALIZED WITH 10 CORSO COMO LOGO.
EXTRA VIRGIN OLIVE OIL
Made with 100% Taggiasca olives.
0,25 lt - 8.45 fl oz

EXTRA VIRGIN OLIVE OIL
Made with 100% Taggiasca olives.
0,10 lt / 3.38 fl oz

EXTRA VIRGIN OLIVE OIL
Made with 100% Taggiasca olives.
0,25 lt - 8.45 fl oz

BALSAMIC VINEGAR
Aromatic with an intense flavour.
0,25 lt - 8.45 fl oz

BOX OF 20 CHOCOLATES
Individually wrapped. Packaging printed with 10 Corso Como 20th Anniversary design
100% CASHMERE
INVICTA ICONIC MINISAC BACKPACK MADE IN COLLABORATION WITH 10 CORSO COMO. BLACK AND WHITE EXCLUSIVE GRAPHICS, LOGO AND BOX
FASHION COMBINED WITH DECADES OF EXPERTISE IN EFFECTIVE COMPRESSION TECHNOLOGY. INNOVATIVE HIGH-PERFORMANCE YARNS INCORPORATED IN THE LATEST STYLES. ITEM M6 IS A COMPLETELY NEW LEG AND SHAPEWEAR CONCEPT DEVELOPED BY THE GERMAN HIGH-TECH MANUFACTURER MEDI.
KOMONO X 10 CORSO COMO EXCLUSIVE DESIGN WATCH

STEEL FRAME BLACK ROUND SUNGLASSES WITH BLACK LENSES AND SMALL 10 CORSO COMO LOGO PRINTED INSIDE THE FRAME. THEY COME WITH A PERSONALIZED 10 CORSO COMO LOGO BOX AND CLOTH.
THE PARISIAN BRAND STARTED IN 1965, WITH THE CREATION OF THE FIRST WINDBREAKER WATERPROOF NYLON JACKET, FOLDED AWAY INTO A SMALL POCKET.

RAIN CAPE

WOMAN RAINCOAT

MAN RAINCOAT

MAN RAINCOAT
EMBROIDERED TRUCKER JACKET WOMAN
Limited edition for 10 Corso Como

PAINTED TRUCKER JACKET WOMAN
Limited edition for 10 Corso Como

EMBROIDERED 501'S MAN AND WOMAN
Limited edition for 10 Corso Como
LOMO CAMERA
4 panoramic lenses. White with black
10 Corso Como logo
REVERSIBLE SHOPPING BAG
White eco-leather on one side/white cotton with printed black 10 Corso Como 20th Anniversary design on other side.

CANVAS SHOPPING BAG
BACKPACK
White faux leather with exclusive 10 Corso Como black print. Two side zip pockets. One front pocket. Large inner zip pocket. Two inner slip pockets.
CLUTCH
with 10 Corso Como signature logo

BAG
with 10 Corso Como signature logo
SHINY SMILE SLIPPERS
Limited edition for 10 Corso Como

MATT BUBBLES BEACH SLIDES
Limited edition for 10 Corso Como

BABY ULTRAGIRL SHOES
Limited edition for 10 Corso Como

YOGA MAT
Limited edition for 10 Corso Como

BABY BEACH SLIDES
Limited edition for 10 Corso Como
ELA - COAT  
White with printed black  
10 Corso Como design  
Exclusive style.  
Detachable sleeves. One size

TAL - COAT  
White with printed black  
10 Corso Como design  
Exclusive style.  
Detachable sleeves. One size

ORA - JACKET  
White with printed black  
10 Corso Como design  
Exclusive style.  
Detachable sleeves. One size
WOMEN'S PARKA
Limited edition for 10 Corso Como

STIRLING PARKA
Limited edition for 10 Corso Como

MEN'S PARKA
Limited edition for 10 Corso Como

DEBBIE BOMBER
Limited edition for 10 Corso Como

DEBBIE BOMBER
Limited edition for 10 Corso Como

STIRLING PARKA
Limited edition for 10 Corso Como
NEW ERA IS AN INTERNATIONAL LIFESTYLE BRAND. BEST KNOWN FOR BEING THE OFFICIAL ON-FIELD CAP FOR MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL AND THE NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE, WITH AN AUTHENTIC SPORTS HERITAGE THAT DATES BACK OVER 90 YEARS. THE COMPANY IS HEADQUARTERED IN BUFFALO, N.Y. AND OPERATES FACILITIES IN CANADA, EUROPE, BRAZIL, JAPAN AND HONG KONG.

59FIFTY CAP
Black/white. Printed exclusive
10 Corso Como animalier design

59FIFTY CAP
Black/white. Printed exclusive
10 Corso Como signature circles. Sizes

9FIFTY CAP
Black. Snapback.
Exclusive 10 Corso Como embroidery

59FIFTY CAP
Black. Snapback.
Exclusive 10 Corso Como embroidery
RUSHED SATIN STEEL CAP, BUTTON AND BARRELPOINT.
WHITE MOULDED PLASTIC BARREL WITH BLACK 10 CORSO COMO SIGNATURE CIRCLES. BLACK INK. PACKAGED IN A CLEAR PLASTIC CYLINDER WITH 10 CORSO COMO & PARKER LOGO.

RUSHED SATIN STEEL CAP, BUTTON AND BARRELPOINT.
BLACK MOULDED PLASTIC BARREL WITH WHITE 10 CORSO COMO SIGNATURE CIRCLES. BLACK INK. PACKAGED IN A CLEAR PLASTIC CYLINDER WITH 10 CORSO COMO & PARKER LOGO.
FOUNDING IN MILAN BY OTTORINO GIANGROSSI, PIERRE MANTOUX CONTRIBUTED TO TURN HOSIERY INTO A GLAMOROUS FASHION ACCESSORY.

PRINTED TIGHTS

PACKAGING
LARGE BAG
Roberta di Camerino printed design and 10 Corso Como logo

LARGE BAG
Roberta di Camerino printed design and 10 Corso Como logo
DAN PENNY LOAFERS FOR MEN
Limited edition for 10 Corso Como

DAN PENNY LOAFERS FOR MEN
Limited edition for 10 Corso Como

DAN PENNY LOAFERS FOR WOMEN
Limited edition for 10 Corso Como

DAN PENNY LOAFERS FOR WOMEN
Limited edition for 10 Corso Como
100% NAORON PAPER. BLACK LEATHER HANDLES
ICONIC PEN IS BACK! WHITE WITH BLACK
Limited edition for 10 Corso Como
HIGH SOLE BLACK CANVAS SNEAKERS

COTTON CANVAS
WOMAN HAT
ECRU WITH PRINTED BLACK 10 CORSO COMO
20TH ANNIVERSARY DESIGN.

CANVAS SHOPPING BAG
ECRU WITH PRINTED BLACK 10 CORSO COMO
20TH ANNIVERSARY DESIGN.

CANVAS SHOPPING BAG
ECRU WITH PRINTED BLACK 10 CORSO COMO
20TH ANNIVERSARY DESIGN.

LIGHT CANVAS TOTE BAG
100% COTTON
WHITE WITH 10 CORSO COMO
FUCHSIA DOTS DESIGN.
100% WHITE COTTON WITH 10 CORSO COMO DESIGNS, EMBROIDERED WITH WHITE CRYSTALLIZED SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS.
FOUNDED IN 2008 AND COMMITTED TO PRESERVING BRITISH MANUFACTURING, IN 2013 THE CAMBRIDGE SATCHEL COMPANY WERE AWARDED THE PRESTIGIOUS QUEEN’S ENTERPRISE AWARD FOR INTERNATIONAL TRADE. THE TRADITIONAL VINTAGE AND RED SATCHELS REMAIN THE FIRM FAVOURITES AMONG CUSTOMERS, BUT THE COMPANY HAS KEPT THE DESIGN FRESH BY ADDING MANY MODERN TWISTS TO THE Originals.
EMOJI SANDALS
Limited edition for 10 Corso Como

WOODSTOCK SANDALS
Limited edition for 10 Corso Como

EMOJI SABOT
Limited edition for 10 Corso Como

WOODSTOCK SABOT
Limited edition for 10 Corso Como

EMOJI SLIPPER
Limited edition for 10 Corso Como

WOODSTOCK SLIPPER
Limited edition for 10 Corso Como
20 YEARS WINDPROOF LIGHTER
STAINLESS STEEL LIGHTER WITH WHITE 10 CORSO COMO
20TH ANNIVERSARY DESIGN ON FRONT.

WINDPROOF LIGHTER
STAINLESS STEEL LIGHTER
WITH 10 CORSO COMO EXCLUSIVE HEART DESIGN ON THE FRONT
AND 10 CORSO COMO LOGO ON THE BACK.

WINDPROOF LIGHTER
STAINLESS STEEL LIGHTER
WITH CORSO COMO EXCLUSIVE DESIGN.
CO-BRANDING
out of stock
DOMINO SET
Hand-cut and polished acrylic
ASICS, AN ACRONYM DERIVED FROM THE LATIN PHRASE, ANIMA SANA IN CORPORE SANO - A SOUND MIND IN A SOUND BODY. STAYING TRUE TO THE PHILOSOPHY BY WHICH IT WAS FOUNDED, EVERY ASICS INNOVATION, EVERY CONCEPT, EVERY IDEA IS INTENDED TO CREATE THE BEST PRODUCT.
BAGGU shopping bag
White with exclusive 10 Corso Como print.
BARNS JACKET
Black Silkoil wax pocket jacket

BARNS JACKET
Black Silkoil wax pocket jacket
WHITE CHALK AROMA DIFFUSER WITH 10 CORSO COMO SIGNATURE DROP PERFUME.
100% CHALK.
CHELSEA BOOTS
Black premium oil tanned leather. Elastic band detail on sides
KARLA MESSAGE

MINI TETRIS BAG

SPORTMESS MINI BAG

KARLA MESSAGE
HEAVY COTTON CHINOS
With 10 Corso Como exclusive design bag

HEAVY COTTON CHINOS
With 10 Corso Como exclusive design bag
COKE LIGHT
Limited Edition 10,000 bottles 20 cl
COLIAC
Embroidered derbies
Special edition for 10 Corso Como 25th anniversary. 10 Corso Como signature circle shaped metal studs on eyelets. Embroidered white 10 Corso Como signature circles on upper
SUMMER SERIES T-SHIRT

TOY: HIPPOPOTAMUS AND BUFFALO

20 YEARS SERIES
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NUMBER SERIES T-SHIRT</th>
<th>KID VERSION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Number Series T-shirt" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Kid Version" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DOTS DESIGN T-SHIRT**

- ![Dots Design T-shirt](image3)
NUMBER SERIES T-SHIRT
NUMBER SERIES - CANVAS TOTE BAG
NUMBER SERIES - TOTE BAG CRINKLED EFFECT

NYLON TOTE BAG: BIG AND SMALL
BEARBRICK SERIES: T-SHIRT

TOY
DENIM SERIES - TOTE BAG AND BACKPACK

BEARBRICK SERIES: CANVAS TOTE BAG
CÔTE&CIEL STORY BEGAN IN 2003 IN PARIS. A FEW CREATIVE SOULS DEVELOPED PRODUCTS THAT ARE AS FUNCTIONAL AS THEY ARE STYLISH. CÔTE&CIEL VISION IS TO DEVELOP DESIGN AND PRODUCE TRAVEL GOODS THAT BALANCE MODERN FABRICS WITH ARCHITECTURAL SHAPES.

IPAD AIR CASE
Double pull zip with safety lip

IPAD MINI CASE
Double pull zip with safety lip
CLOGS BLACK
with off-white 10 Corso Como
signature logo. Heel: 4 cm - 1"1/2

CLOGS WHITE
with off-black 10 Corso Como
signature logo. Heel: 4 cm - 1"1/2
DESIGNER ENZA COSTA SINCE 2007 IS SET OUT TO CREATE THE PERFECT T-SHIRT, IMPECCABLY CUT, MADE FROM THE MOST TOUCHABLE FABRICS, WITH GREAT ATTENTION TO DETAIL.

T-SHIRT
White, Loose fit. Rounded bottom hem. Printed with 10 Corso Como 20th Anniversary design
SINCE THE POLO SHIRT WITH THE LAUREL WREATH LOGO FIRSTLY APPEARED IN 1932, THE BRITISH COMPANY HAS ALWAYS BEEN SYNONYMUS OF REFINED STREETWEAR AND TIMELESS STYLE.

MAN POLO SHIRT

WOMEN POLO SHIRT

SHORT TENNIS DRESS

SLEEVELESS SHORT TENNIS DRESS

WOMAN TENNIS JACKET

WOMAN TENNIS SHORTS
CONSTRUCTED FROM VULCAN FIBRE BY EXPERIENCED CRAFTSMEN SINCE 1897
GLOBE TROTTER IS FAMOUS FOR ITS LASTING QUALITY AND IMPECCABLE DESIGN.

SUITCASE
Wheeled. Extra deep

VANITY CASE

LUGGAGE COVER
Black cotton canvas with off-white 10 Corso Como signature logo

CABIN CASE

TROLLEY CASE
WOMEN POLO SHIRT

WOMAN SHORTS
BIKINI

SWIMSUIT

MEN SHOPPER

WOMEN SHOPPER
MAN HAT

WOMEN HAT

SMALL ZIP PURSE

LARGE ZIP PURSE
FOUNDED IN 1875 AS AN ORIENTAL IMPORT EMPIRE, IT HAS BECOME A LUXURY BRAND AND THE LEGENDARY LIBERTY PRINTS HAVE BEEN USED BY THE BEST KNOWN DESIGNERS OF ALL TIMES.
LOLLIPOP
GMO free,
gluten free,
allergen free.
Vegan friendly

A LOLLIPOP LIKE THEY USED TO BE. NATURAL COLOR, HOMELY TASTE, MOUTH WATERING LOOKS. EACH “LOLLIPOP” IS UNIQUE AND CAREFULLY MADE WITH LOVING HANDS. GMO FREE, GLUTEN FREE, ALLERGEN FREE, VEGAN FRIENDLY!
KARIBU WOMAN AND MEN
Black. Full grain leather upper. 3D mesh lining. MBT Dry&Cool technology sockliner. 10 Corso Como & MBT logo and exclusive design packaging.

KARIBU WOMAN
Black/white. Full grain leather upper. 3D mesh lining. MBT Dry&Cool technology sockliner. 10 Corso Como & MBT logo and exclusive design packaging.
RULED NOTEBOOK
Exclusive 10 Corso Como design, acid free paper, elastic closure.

PLAIN NOTEBOOK
Exclusive 10 Corso Como design, acid free paper, elastic closure.

SET OF 2 NOTEBOOKS
One ruled, one plain. Soft cover. Exclusive 10 Corso Como design.
MOON BOOT
Black with printed beige
10 Corso Como 20th Anniversary design
BACKPACK
NN STANDS FOR ‘NO NAME’. FOUNDED IN 1991, REPRESENTS AN INTEGRATED, ESSENTIAL WAY OF SEEING FASHION AND STYLE.

- **PINS**
- **T-SHIRT**
- **BACKPACK**
- **CERAMIC PAPER WEIGHT**
PINS

T-SHIRTS

BIG BACKPACK

CERAMIC PAPER WEIGHT

BBACKPACK

PILLBOX
7600 MOBILE PHONE
White with black 10 Corso Como exclusive design
100 pieces limited edition
ROUND LUGGAGE COVER
Limited edition for 10 Corso Como

LUGGAGE STRAP
Limited edition for 10 Corso Como

ROUND TROLLEY
Limited edition for 10 Corso Como

LUGGAGE TAG
Limited edition for 10 Corso Como
WOMEN T-SHIRT  KID VERSIONS  CANVAS SHOPPING BAG
THE SCOTTISH BRAND FOUNDED IN 1815 IS WORLDWIDE KNOWN FOR THE CREATION OF THE CLASSIC TWINSET AND THE SIGNATURE ARGYLE PATTERN.
HAND BAG
Patent leather. Limited edition of 10 pieces

HAND BAG
Patent leather. Limited edition of 15 pieces
RIVIERAS is a French brand of summer shoes for the free time. They have become a real symbol of an era. The brand born in the '90 years is again up-to-date thanks to a vintage, romantic and chic look. Perfect for the city and beaches. The Rivieras are cotton canvas made, with rope profiles, characterized by rubber sole and leather insole.

BLACK/WHITE MEN’S CANVAS

BLACK/WHITE WOMEN’S CANVAS
HIP HOP HAT
SUNFLOWER HAT
EXTRA LARGE WATCH
Black with off-white 10 Corso Como exclusive design 6,000 pieces

SKIN WATCH
Black with off-white 10 Corso Como exclusive design 12,000 pieces
BLACK LOGO SLIP-ON
Limited edition for 10 Corso Como

WHITE LOGO SLIP-ON
Limited edition for 10 Corso Como
FOUNDED IN MASSACHUSETTS IN 1973 BY NATHAN SWARTZ, TIMBERLAND INTRODUCED THE FIRST WATERPROOF LIGHTWEIGHT BOOTS. A LEGENDARY ICONIC BRAND WITH A LONG-STANDING COMMITMENT TO QUALITY.
U-EARTH BIOTECHNOLOGIES IS PROUD TO PRESENT U-MASK, THE FIRST BIOTECH ANTI-POLLUTION MASK IN THE WORLD. EACH INTERCHANGEABLE REFILL WILL GRANT YOU 1 YEAR OF TOXIC FREE AIR.

MASK POLLUTION-FILTERING MASK
Limited edition for 10 Corso Como

MASK POLLUTION-FILTERING MASK
Limited edition for 10 Corso Como

MASK POLLUTION-FILTERING MASK
Limited edition for 10 Corso Como

MASK POLLUTION-FILTERING MASK
Limited edition for 10 Corso Como